CLAREMONT
PROJECT

BACKGROUND
What we do
mentally and physically can help older people reduce
their risk of dementia. Previously studies have been
observational.

The Claremont Project is a pioneering charity which
provides isolated and marginalised older people living
in Islington and neighbouring boroughs with a range
of aspirational, creative, and invigorating opportunities
within a caring and thriving community. We run over thirty
regular classes a week ranging from tai chi, dance, yoga
and keep fit to art therapy, falls prevention, music therapy,
psychotherapy groups and one to one psychotherapy.
Our multi-award winning activities deliver substantial
evidenced-based improvements in psychological wellbeing, addressing isolation, loneliness and poor mental
health. In 2014 we were the recipients of the Royal Society
for Public Health’s annual award for Arts in Health for
our ground-breaking work in improving psychological
well-being for isolated older people. This award came in
part as recognition of Claremont’s original contributions
in promoting the health and well-being of older people
through a diverse range of creative arts but also in
recognition of the significant contribution to the evidence
base for their benefits.

Claremont members and local residents
Big Dance piece

“Claremont is very
important to me to
maintain fitness and
socialise.”

Who we help
We have over 800 active members aged 70 to 100. 80%
live alone, 85% are struggling financially and 10% are
registered disabled. Over half live in Islington where
a significant proportion of the older population are
classified as income deprived, 30% live in Camden,
Haringey, Hackney, Enfield, Barnet, Brent, Tower
Hamlets, Southwark. Westminster, Waltham Forest
and Wandsworth. The remaining 13% come from other
London boroughs. Membership is free and most of our
classes cost £1.50.
There are abiding mental health and social isolation
problems for older Londoners, especially amongst those
living in poverty. Yet there is a wealth of evidence to show
that engaging in social and productive activities can have
a positive impact on the health and wellbeing of people
who feel lonely and isolated. Recent research carried out
by the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm published in The
Lancet in March 2015, has shown that staying active both

Claremont’s weekly ballet class

“Claremont means
a lot to me in every
way possible. I do
look forward to
coming every week.
As a full time carer,
my afternoon line
dancing gives me
some respite, without
this I wouldn’t have
any time off.”

This is the first clinical trial. The trial has shown that
daily exercise, diet and puzzles can markedly improve
the brainpower of older people at risk of dementia. Miia
Kivipelto who led the research advised people to “try
to find an activity that is both physically, mentally and
socially active, such as dance”
Based on WEMWBS assessments, at Claremont we
are able to demonstrate that our approach has a
significant impact on the mental health and emotional
well-being of our members. For members attending
our psychotherapy service and who have experienced
significant mental health issues, there are equally
important improvements in well-being as a result of
our work. Recent WEMWBS Mental Well Being Scores
provided exciting evidence for the impact and efficacy
of Claremont’s work with older people. There were two
especially compelling results that showed: inequalities
in mental well-being, correlated with income, largely
disappear after 4 months of active Claremont
membership, and inequalities in mental well-being,
correlated with whether someone lives alone or not,
disappear after 4 months of active membership. This
has enormous consequences for public policy as poor
mental well-being is not only a misery for those suffering
it but correlates highly with population level morbidity
and mortality, with associated high social services,
health, and societal costs. “Keeps my head above
water when I’m feeling stressed and worried. Well done
Claremont; you are very much needed.”
A second home for isolated older people
Members have described Claremont as a lifeline, a
second home, a place that provides respite and comfort,
and a place to which they can belong.
For most it is clearly a special place that they cherish
and feel connected to.

Claremont member at one of our weekly
art classes

“A fantastic place.
Kind, compassionate
and peaceful.”

INTRODUCTION

The key aim for the proposed works at Claremont is to improve
the environment for all members and in doing so increase
opportunities and provisions for existing and new services to take
place. An environment which is enlivening, comfortable, clean,
warm and safe can form the bedrock for the work that Claremont
works tirelessly to provide but at the moment the current
facilities are holding the charity back and not adding to the spirit
of their main aims and outcomes, or their culture of inclusivity
and connectedness. An upgrade to the existing mechanical
and electrical services within the building will not only help to
create a comfortable environment but also reduce running costs,
allowing more income to be spent in other areas.
The fundamental area for improvement is the main entrance
space. A new entrance should be created that will be welcoming
to all, provide an informal reception with a computer area for
front of house staff to engage with and chat to members. The
entrance should be opened up to create views into the front hall,
provide space for members to gather informally ahead of classes,
and create height to make the space bigger and feel more ample.
At present Claremont does not have a lift and therefore there
is no step free access to the lower front hall or the first and
second levels of the building. The works shall include a lift that
will provide a step free link to all levels. The Claremont building
should be easy to navigate and help to reduce confusion for new
visitors.
The overall vision is to create a comfortable, clean and safe
environment it is also important to note that one of the main
aims for this project is to develop spaces that feel like they have
an identity, even possibly eccentricity, reflecting the ambitions
and attitudes of Claremont people. The environment will seek
to create a ‘special’ space engendering pride, friendship and
belonging.

“Providing
opportunities to make
new connections”
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Tired and run down entrance /lobby
Broken entrance doors
No sense of arrival
Lack of welcoming feel
Members room not very comfortable/homely
Exposed services makes the space feel cold
Cramped office
Oversized store and inefficiently used

02 Members Social Space and Kitchen
––
––
––
––
––
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Oversized kitchen
Lack of usable storage
Not utilising the full potential of the space
Cramped & out of sight seating area
No step free access

04
03 Office & Circulation
––
––
––
––
––

Cramped office
Reception hard to find & not very welcoming
Difficult to navigate for visitors
Limited sense of presence/interaction with
members
No step free access

04 Staff & Members Toilets
––
––
––

EXISTING FLOOR PLAN
A building in need of refurbishment
The problem is, our facilities are holding us back and not adding to the spirit
of Claremont’s aims, ambitions and outcomes, or our culture of inclusivity
and connectedness. Our Edwardian building on White Lion Street in
Islington is in disrepair and in desperate need of refurbishment. Although our
staff work hard every day to ensure everyone who walks through the doors
feels welcomed, the building lets us down.
There is limited light and a low ceiling in the entranceway, making everything
feel dark and cramped, very little signage, no proper reception area, the
automated front doors need replacing, the toilets are very utilitarian and
inhospitable and there is no step-free access to the halls and rooms where
our activities take place.
Better facilities of which Claremont members can be proud
Claremont has a vision to create an inviting, safe and accessible environment
for its members. We want to create facilities that are welcoming and of

which members can feel proud. We plan to undertake refurbishment
works to improve the building. We want to develop our facilities so they
reflect the ambitions and attitudes of our members; a special space
engendering pride, friendship and belonging.

Run down and not very welcoming
No seating area for chatting
Cold & in need of modernising
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02 Members Social Space and Kitchen
––
New members library
––
Activity table
––
Kitchenette
––
Comfortable seating for socialising before
classes and for having lunch
––
Private members room for meetings and
therapy sessions

NEW HALL

RECEPTION

MALE
WC
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New entrance/reception area
Relocating staff to front of house
Creating more usable areas for socialising and
interaction between staff and members
Homely warm seating
Creating spaces for members to gather
Relocating services

Lift to allow for step free access
Re-planned back of house office
Store cupboard

04 Staff & Members Toilets
––
––

EXTERIOR FIRE EXIT

replanned layout of toilets
updated facilities

PROPOSED GROUND FLOOR
The proposed building works
The fundamental area for improvement is the main entrance space.
A new entrance would be created that will be welcoming to all,
incorporating an informal reception with a computer area for front
of house staff to engage with and chat to members. The entrance
would be opened up to create views into the front hall where classes
take place, provide space for members to gather informally ahead
of classes, and create height to make the space bigger and feel
more ample and welcoming. Better signage would be added to help
Claremont members and visitors to easily find their way around the
building. The main entrance space would also provide exhibition
space and information about what’s happening at Claremont.
The main entrance doors into Claremont are in need of replacement.
New doors would need to be automatic, welcoming and step free.
The entrance is the first thing our members see and Claremont wants
them to feel welcome and good about walking through the doors.

The ground floor toilets require redesign. Following consultation
with members we plan to keep the male and female toilet facilities
separate as well as ensure that ample accessible WCs will be
provided. A storeroom is required on the ground floor to provide
temporary storage for the large halls as well as longer term storage
for the charity. New loose and fitted furniture, fixtures and fittings
would also be provided for the main entrance space.
At present Claremont does not have a lift and therefore there is
no step free access to the lower front hall or the first and second
levels of the building where activities take place. The works would
include a lift that will provide a step free link to all levels. The
proposed works will include an upgrade to the existing mechanical
and electrical services within the building. Not only will this help to

create a comfortable environment but it should also reduce running
costs, allowing more income to be spent in other areas.
Claremont has appointed RMA Architects to act as our architect for
this project.

Fundraising
The refurbishment of Claremont will cost in the region of £720,000.
This money needs to be raised in order for the work to go ahead. We
plan to approach a small number of charitable trusts for major gifts
over a 9 month period from October 2016. These include current and
new prospective supporters.

“My favourite

place to come and
feel welcome and
included”

CONCEPT AREA 01
ENTRANCE /
RECEPTION

Uplifting - Lively - Eccentric - Bold - Vibrant - Dynamic - Homely

EXISTING OLD HALL

1. New identity of the entrance will help
members and visitors to easily find their
way around the building
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ENTRANCE
LOBBY

STORE
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3. Tea point facilities allowing members/
visitors to use in a more homely relaxed
environment
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RECEPTION

2
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7
STORE
12

2. Informal reception allowing for closer
interaction between staff & members/
visitors

STORE

4. Built in shelving/book case
5. Comfortable seating area to allow
for socialising before classes and an
informal area to gather
6. Storage wall

4

7. Computer area for staff to engage and
chat with members

FRONT OFFICE

4
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8. Sliding doors/display walls will allow
‘lock down’ of reception for out of hours
use whilst discretly concealing service
cupboards while open
9. Opening up the corridor creating height
and a more prominent entrance
10. New entrance lobby with secure fully
automatic sliding single door
11. Recessed seating opening up to create
views into the old hall
12. Areas for boxing plant & service pipes

“Claremont

means a lot of
things, such as
meeting new
friends, learning
to dance and
improving my
quality of life”

CONCEPT AREA 02
MEMBERS LIBRARY

Contemporary - Sophisticated- Inclusive - Sociable - Comfortable - Intimate

PRIVATE MEMBERS
5
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LIBRARY

EXISTING
OLD HALL

1. New Staircase
2. Bench seating to allow for
socialising before classes
3. Comfortable seating area
to allow for socialising
before classes and an
informal area to gather to
have lunch
4. Level access to Old Hall
and members library
5. Private space for
meetings/therapy sessions
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